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To fully represent a 3D view of an environmental variable’s distribution in a geometrically complex geological
system, or more generally in a Natural System, is a difficult task. The complexity is due to a scarcity of samples
in space (e.g. logs in a reservoir, soil samples, fixed acquisition sampling stations), or to implied difficulty in
the in situ measurement of labile parameters. To this it must be considered that measures are generally
considered error-free, although not being so. As a consequence of this, algorithms used routinely produce
only one possible scenario, among all, without assessing the embedded uncertainty. The integration of spatial
uncertainty affecting any real data-based modelling, which is the subject of the Research program, leads to
an increase in the level of knowledge available for decision-makers in an epoch of rapid environment
adaptation to climate change. The aim is achieved through the development of a generalized universal multiscale, parallel and distributed code applicable to situations found among others in the geology of reservoir,
in hydrogeochemistry, in oceanography or in infrastructure engineering. Thanks to the support of DIGIMAT
Group, a leading company in SW development for the digital management of the environment, we intend to
expand the operative knowledge developing an Open Source stochastic tool released under TRL 5-9. DIGIMAT
is the high-level platform for evaluating the computational products developed, thanks to the different
situations faced in the wide range of international projects.
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